SUPERIOR FABRICATION: STAYING COMPETITIVE DURING A LABOR SHORTAGE WITH LEAN

ABOUT SUPERIOR FABRICATION. Superior Fabrication was founded in 1979 as a defense contractor following the retirement of the Kinceloe Air Force Base in Michigan’s Upper Peninsula. Over time, the company’s focus shifted to providing high-end quality fabrication for a variety of industries, and in 1987, they began manufacturing rough terrain material handling masts and attachments. Superior Fabrication’s team of engineers also designs custom, heavy-duty steel fabrications and provides engineering services to customers. Superior Fabrication employs 101 at their facility in Kinceloe, Michigan.

THE CHALLENGE. Faced with a shortage of skilled labor, Joe Dobrowolski, President of Superior Fabrication, recognized his company needed to become as efficient as possible to continue to grow and remain a competitive, cost-effective option for their customers. Implementing Lean manufacturing tools would be key to achieving these goals.

MEP CENTER’S ROLE. Superior Fabrication reached out to the Michigan Manufacturing Technology Center - Northern Initiatives (The Center) to train all team leads on Lean principles. The Center guided 20 of Superior Fabrication’s leaders through a simulation of their production floor. The simulation was completed eight times, introducing a new Lean concept or tool each time. Superior Fabrication then applied the Lean tools to their plant, investing in three automated welding machines and a subassembly robot to maximize efficiency and improve throughput.

Keeping labor costs down and reducing waste through systematic changes has enabled Superior Fabrication to diversify their product line and grow a stronger sales pipeline. Instead of hiring 10 people to weld three different products, they maximized time and utilized the skills of four workers to program robots to perform the tasks. These investments have led to a more engaged workforce, as well as new and retained sales. Cost savings generated by Lean improvements have benefited the customer and ultimately, the end user.

"Working with The Center-Ni was made easy by their support, practical approach and knowledge of the subject matter. They accommodated our needs with a high level of instructor experience and a training schedule to minimize production downtime while improving our Production Team’s knowledge and execution."

-Joe Dobrowolski, President

RESULTS

- $695,000 in new sales
- $14,000,000 in retained sales
- $250,000 in new investment
- 20 retained jobs

CONTACT US

45501 Helm St.
Plymouth, MI 48170
(734)451-4200
www.the-center.org
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